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Abstract
Empirical studies concerning face recognition suggest
that faces may be stored in memory by a few canonical rep-
resentations. Models of visual perception are based on im-
age representations in cortical area V1 and beyond, which
contain many cell layers for feature extractions. Simple,
complex and end-stopped cells tuned to different spatial fre-
quencies (scales) and/or orientations provide input for line,
edge and keypoint detection. This yields a rich, multi-scale
object representation that can be stored in memory in order
to identify objects. The multi-scale, keypoint-based saliency
maps for Focus-of-Attention can be explored to obtain face
detection and normalization, after which face recognition
can be achieved using the line/edge representation. In this
paper, we focus only on face normalization, showing that
multi-scale keypoints can be used to construct canonical
representations of faces in memory.
1. Introduction
Currently, one of the most investigated topics of image
analysis is face detection and recognition [7, 8]. There
are several reasons for this trend, such as the wide range
of commercial vigilance and law-enforcement applications.
Although state-of-the-art recognition systems have reached
a certain level of maturity, their accuracy is still limited
when imposed conditions are not perfect. The robustness
of commercial systems is still far from that of the human
visual system. For this reason, the development of mod-
els of visual perception and their application to real-world
problems like face recognition is important and, eventually,
could lead to important breakthroughs. In this paper we will
only focus on a cortical model for face normalization, after
which a cortical face recognition model can be applied [3].
2. Face normalization
Face normalization is done in two steps: (i) the detec-
tion of facial landmarks in a sequential order, eyes – nose
– mouth, based on normal spatial relations (distances) [6],
and on the principles proposed in [4] for quasi-normalized
faces, i.e. detection of facial landmarks can be obtained by
considering the most significant peaks of partial saliency
maps (PSMs) which combine keypoints over scale intervals
[4]. The top row of Fig. 1 shows from left to right a face
plus keypoints detected at a fine and a coarse scale. The
2nd row shows PSMs at fine to coarse scales. In the follow-
ing, all PSMs are tested independently except for the one at
finest scales. The latter is used in combination with all other
maps, but only for eye confirmation.
In the first step (for each PSM) the eyes are detected: (a)
all existing PSM peaks are tested for representing one eye,
but only if there also exist in the fine-scale PSM (Fig. 1,
2nd row, 1st image) two peaks in opposite directions in a
small area related to the size of the dendritic fields (DFs) of
the cells used to built the corresponding PSM. Figure 1, 3rd
row, shows examples of peaks in the DF region for fine (left)
and coarse (right) PSMs and possible eyes in between. (b)
The next step is to search for a pair of eyes: two individual
(possible) eyes have to obey criterion (a), the face distance
criterion [6], and the line connecting the two eyes must form
an angle ≤ 30◦ to the horizontal axis (maximum allowed
rotation). Yet another test verifies that the angles between
this line and the ones that connect two lateral peaks at each
eye candidate is ≤ 15◦. In Fig. 1, 4th row, only the case
labeled 8◦ obeys this criterion.
(c) For the nose, perpendicular to the eyes-line and
obeying the normal face distance criterion [6] the PSM is
checked for a peak inside a circle with a size related to the
DF of the corresponding PSM (Fig. 1, 5th row, leftmost).
Similarly, step (d) is applied for checking the presence of a
mouth. This element has most variation as a function of fa-
cial expression. For this reason we apply a big rectangular
area for checking two PSM peaks, one on each side of the
mouth (Fig. 1, 5th row, right). This area has the following
properties: parallel to the eyes-line; width equal to the dis-
tance between the eyes; height equal to half of the width;
center of the rectangle at the normal distance between nose
and mouth [6]. Two PSM peaks inside this area only cor-
respond to a mouth if their distance is at least 1/5th of the
Figure 1. Eyes, nose and mouth detection.
rectangle’s width and the angle between their connecting
line and the orientation of the rectangle is at most 15◦. (e)
The same processes are applied to all individual PSMs, de-
tecting all possible face configurations. Figure 1, bottom
row, shows examples of face configurations in four PSMs,
at fine (left) to coarse (right) scales. As can be seen, there
may be more face candidates that obey all criteria. There-
fore, in the last step (f) only face candidates are selected
with eyes, nose and mouth keypoints at the same positions
in at least 3 PSMs, using small relaxation areas around the
peaks with the size of the DF of the PSM at the finest scales.
(ii) After detection of all facial landmarks and entire
face configurations, the positions of the eyes (correspond-
ing PSM peaks) are mapped to predetermined (normalized)
positions. The same mapping is applied to all cortical fea-
tures (lines, edges, keypoints, etc.) for face identification
(see [5] for a possible explanation of this cortical process).
3. Brief conclusions
Figure 2 shows input images on rows b and d and the
corresponding normalized faces, obtained with bilinear in-
terpolation, above on rows a and c. Of the 46 faces tested,
33 (71.7%) were correctly detected and normalized. The
main problem proved to be correct detection of the eyes.
This must be made much more robust, for instance by us-
ing a larger number of PSMs and/or combining keypoint
information with multi-scale lines and edges. The latter is
required in any case when dealing with 3/4 and lateral views
of faces.
Bearing in mind that cortical invariant face and object
Figure 2. Results (see text).
detection and recognition are different, complex and at the
same time complementary issues, which are too compli-
cated to be explained in this very short paper, we refer to
[1, 2, 3, 5] for relevant discussions.
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